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Folklore of Tatarstan



Trip Summary

Transfer from airport with a local guide to the hotel

Arrival and accomodation at the chosen Hotel

Sightseeing tour: Kazan city and Kazan Kremlin

Folklore program "Yakyn Duslar"

National Museum of the Republic of Tatarstan

Master-class "The Art of Arabic Calligraphy"

Meeting at the hotel lobby. Departure for the sightseeing program.

The Chak-Chak Museum

Lunch in the restaurant with a master class of “Secrets of the Tatar Cuisine”.

A walking tour “Streets of Kazan”

Tasting session in a signature shop of “Arysh Maye”.

Interactive program "Tatar Biulyar"

Kazan horse racetrack

Master - class “Embroidering Tyubetei”

Transfer from the hotel to airport / train station

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3
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Day 1

Transfer from airport with a local guide to the hotel

Arrival and accomodation at the chosen Hotel

Sightseeing tour: Kazan city and Kazan Kremlin

Enjoy the original beauty of Kazan, see the bright colors of its streets and squares with your own eyes,

learn where teeming treasures of Khans of Kazan are kept and where water boiled in a cauldron with

no fire by taking the sightseeing tour. The sites of the millennium-old city combine the culture of the

West and traditions of the East: Old Tatar Settlement where Tatar residents lived from the 16th

century, Textiles Settlement originating as a result of industrial reforms by Peter I, fountain squares,

Kaban lake with its mysteries and legends, a simulated Tatar village Tugan Avylym (My Native Village),

a new building of the Puppet Show, Kazan Federal University, Liberty Square as a cultural and

administrative center of Kazan. During the sightseeing tour, you will see a variety of minarets and

cupolas, crescents and crosses, which is a proof of a good neighborliness of the two native peoples –

Tatars and Russians.

The Kazan Kremlin is the main sight of the city; it is a UNESCO world heritage site. The Kremlin is an

official residence of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan and a state museum-preserve attended

by thousands of tourists every year. The white-stone Kremlin is the heart of the ancient city that

incorporates the culture of the East and West. Minarets of the main mosque of the city – Qul Sharif –

shoot up into the sky, and cupolas of the Annunciation Cathedral, oldest one in Kazan, shine with gold.

Inside the fortress, there is one of the symbols of Kazan – the famous “leaning” tower of Tsarina

Suyumbike.
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Folklore program "Yakyn Duslar"

Folklore program "Yakyn Duslar" will immerse you in the world of the ancient culture of the Tatar

people. Each people of the world is unique, and its soul, hidden in spiritual creativity - folklore, is

unique. All tourists have the opportunity from the first minute of their stay in Kazan to touch the age-

old culture of the Tatar people.

National Museum of the Republic of Tatarstan

 The museum occupies the building of the former Gostiny Dvor, which is a monument of architecture

and history of the Russian Federation and the Republic of Tatarstan. The museum's funds were

formed throughout its more than 120-year history with the participation of scientists from Kazan

University and the Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Tatarstan, Kazan collectors. The museum

collection numbers more than 850 thousand exhibits and reflects the history, culture and traditions of

the peoples of the Volga region and Russia, Western and Eastern world cultures. The exhibits are

presented in the expositions "The Ancient History of Tatarstan" and "Kazan Province in the XVIII

Century".
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Master-class "The Art of Arabic Calligraphy"

Under the guidance of a skillful master you will get to know the art of Arabic calligraphy, learn: what is

kalami and how to use it, what is the Arabic alphabet, the correctness of writing Arabic letters, words,

etc. Taking the Kalami (pen) in hands, on beautiful postcards you will be taught to write your names

with Arabic script.
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Day 2

Meeting at the hotel lobby. Departure for the sightseeing program.

The Chak-Chak Museum

The Chak-Chak Museum is a place where you will plunge

into the atmosphere of the Tatar life and feel like guests in an old

Tatar family.

Here you will learn the secrets of preparing the chak-chak,

you will be introduced to the utensils that were used before, you

will discover a lot of new things seemingly in the usual things.

They say that a Tatar can not eat, but tea will certainly

drink! And here you will have aromatic tea from samovar,

you will try chak-chak, baursak, Tatar pastila, as well as an old forgotten dish that we restored for you.

Lunch in the restaurant with a master class of “Secrets of the Tatar
Cuisine”.

The culinary traditions of the Tatar cuisine shaped up for many centuries. Some of the best cooks will

share their secrets of preparing the most popular Tatar meals such as сhak-chak, echpochmak, vak

belash, gubadia. During the master class each tourist may impress a skilled cook and participate in the

preparation of the national meals.
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A walking tour “Streets of Kazan”

A walking tour “Streets of Kazan” will acquaint you with the central city streets - st. Bauman and st. The

Kremlin. Bauman Street is one of the most favorite places to walk for both residents and guests of

Kazan, a meeting point for people in love. During the tour, make a lot of amazing discoveries: jets of

fountains, belfry and Epiphany church where Fyodor Shalyapin was baptized, a monument to

Shalyapin himself, a building of the National Bank, zero milestone. Meet Su Anasy and learn the story

of the Cat of Kazan whose monument always attracts crowds. Beyond competition is a replica of a

luxury horse carriage used by Catherine II to move around Kazan during her visit in 1767. Shiny

windows of numerous souvenir shops are so luring. Being in Kazan and missing a walk in Bauman

Street – one of the oldest streets in the city – is the same as missing something most important. The

Kremlin street is 1050 historical meters of the Kremlin street is an encyclopedia of the Kazan life of

many centuries. The Kremlin is a business street: it has very solid institutions, post office, city hall. The

buildings of this street are the embodiment of the creativity of different styles, epochs and countries.

The street ends with a complex of Kazan Federal University campus buildings.

Tasting session in a signature shop of “Arysh Maye”.

Each guest becomes a member of an exciting tour through the shop accompanied by a guide and

tastes the signature alcoholic drinks. The gem of the collection by Tatspirtprom is “Khanskaya” vodka.

The divine drink will give you the feeling of exaltation! A tasting session for four more drinks is

arranged in a special tasting room. The guests are offered horse-meet sausage kyzylyk, crackers,

olives, cheese, pickling cucumbers, lemon as refreshments.After the tasting session, the tourists can

buy exclusive products by the company: bitters, aperitifs, vermouths, cognacs and cognac-based

drinks, whiskey, table wines, dessert wines, sparkling wines, and, of course, Khanskaya vodka, as well

as famous balms “Bugulma” and “Tatarstan”.

Interactive program "Tatar Biulyar"
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The unique interactive program "Tatar Biulyar" will introduce guests to dance movements, etiquette,

musical instruments, clothing and the famous Tatar dance music.

Specially for the program "Tatar bijular" were sewn women's and men's national costumes. During the

study of all the wisdoms, etiquette and cunning of the Tatar dance, tourists dress up in costumes,

which allows them to immerse themself in an atmosphere of unrestrained fun under incendiary

rhythms.

The program begins with a national dinner for getting strength for rhythmic dances, . During the feast,

the artists will start the show program, and after the meal all the guests dress up in national costumes

and join to the artists. Professional artists of the theaters of Tatarstan will learn how to dance and give

a lot of good impressions and bright photos to every tourist for an hour.
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Day 3

Kazan horse racetrack

 Kazan Racetrack is a modern complex of European level, considered one of the largest in Europe. Its

total area is about 90 hectares. Equestrian competitions of international importance are held at the

racetrack, as well as horse racing and jogging.

During the tour you will hear a story about the history of the racecourse and horse breeding in

Tatarstan, visit the horse breeding museum, inspect the territory of the racecourse with access to the

stands. From the stands you can see all the fields of the racetrack - a race track, a running track, a

competition field, fields for dressage and training horses. Particularly interesting is the visit to the

stables, where there is a possibility to ride and feed animals.

Master - class “Embroidering Tyubetei”

"Tyubetei" is an old Tatar national men's hat. Reading the pattern with which the skullcap was

embroidered, it was easy to determine what his owner was doing and where he came from. An

experienced master will disclose the secrets of Tatar ornaments and help to make and decorate a

Tatar hat - the "Tyubetei". In the master class you can make embroidery with your own hands. The

finished product will remain with you as a souvenir and a memory of the beautiful city of Kazan.

Transfer from the hotel to airport / train station
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